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 It stars Allari Naresh, Mukesh Rishi, and Kajal Aggarwal. Sudigadu is a comedic take on the 1993 Telugu film Sulekha  which
in turn was a parody of the 1981 American film Animal House. The film is loosely based on the 1983 South Indian film Iddaru

Ketkala. The film released on 26 July 2012, and received positive reviews from critics, who praised its fast-paced narrative,
humour and performances. Plot Babu Gattu (Allari Naresh) runs a construction firm, and is a huge fan of Subha Rao (Mukesh
Rishi), a friendly landlord. One day, Babu Gattu is at home when his friends visit him. When Babu Gattu's friend Babu Gattoo

(Dileep) brings up the subject of Babu Gattu marrying Paru (Kajal Aggarwal), the daughter of Gattoo's boss, Gattoo is outraged
and leaves. When Babu Gattu arrives home after work, Gattoo informs him that Paru is not interested in him. Babu Gattu

laughs, thinking that Babu Gattoo is making fun of him. Gattoo happens to tell his friends the same about Paru, but Gattoo has
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his own idea for Babu Gattu to marry Paru. A few days later, Gattoo and Babu Gattu are in the movie theatre watching the
movie Sulekha, when Paru watches Gattoo and Babu Gattu make an unsuccessful attempt at kidnapping Subha Rao's son

Krishna (Vishnu Manchu). Paru hates Gattoo and Babu Gattu, but she is intrigued by the gattoo costume Babu Gattu wears.
Babu Gattu decides to visit Paru at her house with his friends Subha Rao and Sulekha. Babu Gattu's friends and Paru's friends
are at a party when Paru's friends tell Paru that Babu Gattu is actually Gattoo, a mad kidnapper. Paru calls her friends to go to
Subha Rao's house and get Babu Gattu out of there. Paru and her friends rush to Subha Rao's house, where Paru's friend tells

her that Babu Gattu is actually Gattoo, and that 82157476af
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